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Deﬁning “Japanese Art” in America

Tomoko NAKASHIMA*

INTRODUCTION
The American concept of “Japanese art” was ethnologically imagined
and commercially created in the nineteenth century. For many Americans
at that time, the term “Japanese art” referred to such items as decorative
objects, illustrated books and ethnic garments. Then in the twentieth
century, as the concept of “Japanese art” became academically established in the US, what had previously been included in “Japanese art” in
the American idea was marginalized as bric-a-brac, gradually losing its
legitimacy as art. What Americans see presented in their art museums
today as “Japanese art” is material that has been primarily collected and
displayed by reference to the second, twentieth-century American concept of “Japanese art.” The original American concept has practically
disappeared.
Recent studies have demonstrated the fact that the twentieth-century
American concept was largely inﬂuenced by the Japanese concept of
“Japanese art” that originated during the Meiji period.1 With these studies, it has become possible to inquire further into questions such as how
the current concept of “Japanese art” was universalized and naturalized
in America, as well as, how “Japanese art” was conceptualized in nineteenth-century-America before the Japanese idea of “Japanese art”
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became gradually dominant in the twentieth century. The latter question
I will examine in this paper.
It is now commonly understood among Japanese art historians that the
Japanese concepts of “Japanese art” and the Japanese narrative of
“Japanese art history” were, paradoxically, created as a national enterprise by implanting and adopting the Western notion of “art” in the Meiji
period.2 In this process, objects that belonged to the emperor and the aristocracy, as well as religious artifacts, were reinterpreted as “authentic art
objects” by their reclassiﬁcation within Western art categories such as
painting, sculpture, architecture and the decorative arts, and so on. This
procedure paralleled the process of constituting a modern nation-state.
The attempt to create a narrative of “Japanese art history” by claiming a
national body of ﬁne art to equal that of Western classic art was not articulated in text form until 1900, when the Japanese government published
a book, in French, on the occasion of Japanese participation in the Paris
International Exhibition. Later this book was translated into Japanese
and set the canon of Japanese art.3 Thus, the comprehensive Japanese
concept of “Japanese art” was not available for the American audience
until the twentieth century. Nonetheless, this Japanese concept gradually took over from the earlier American idea with the establishment of
the transpaciﬁc networks promoting Japanese studies that appeared after
the end of the 1920s.4 In the latter half of the twentieth century, these
networks ﬁrst inﬂuenced US academia and the acquisition and exhibition policies of American museums, and then started to inﬂuence the general public. According to Japanese art historian Yoshiaki Shimizu, this
created the situation in which “the Japanese artworks collected and displayed in museums of the United States have been, directly or indirectly, conditioned by the Japanese national policy toward its cultural
patrimony before they departed their place of origins. This implies that
those works in collections outside Japan carry ready-made labels that
convey ofﬁcial Japanese judgments.”5 In other words, Japan was the initiator in creating the twentieth-century American concept of “Japanese
art.”
This paper will focus its attention on the often-forgotten, earlier
American idea of “Japanese art” that originated in the nineteenth century and was then marginalized and rendered illegitimate in the twentieth century. In so doing, it will ﬁrst locate the origins of the American
conception of Japan as a country of decorative objects. Up until the middle of the nineteenth century, Japanese decorative objects were mostly
categorized as ethnological specimens, and then in the last half of the
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nineteenth century some of them were promoted as exotic art. This paper
will examine how this American process of discovering “Japanese art”
in the nineteenth century parallels James Clifford’s analysis of the
Western process of discovering (African) “primitive” arts of the twentieth century. Clifford states that “the great modernist ‘pioneers’ are
shown promoting formerly despised tribal ‘fetishes’ or mere ethnographic ‘specimens’ to the status of high art and in the process discovering new dimensions of their (‘our’) creative potential.” In his
deﬁnition, this modernism process was intended to constitute “nonWestern arts in its own image” and thus as “a going Western concern.”6
This paper will in turn argue that the American discovery of “Japanese
art” was also a process that constituted “Japanese art” in its own
American image. It can be said that during the nineteenth century
Americans took the initiative in creating the American concept of
“Japanese art.” I would like to suggest, therefore, that at the beginning
of the twentieth century, a shift occurred from the American-initiated
concept to the Japanese concept, after which the Japanese concept
became dominant. At the same time, the primary location of “Japanese
art” in the US moved from the spaces of commercial outlets and private
residences to academic spaces such as universities and art museums.
The recuperation of the original American deﬁnition of Japanese art
in the Western art tradition allows for a broader view of the history of
Japanese art in America. It renders visible, for example, the similarities
between “the Japan craze”7 of the nineteenth century and the recent
“Cool Japan” phenomenon, making it possible to see this twenty-ﬁrst
century American view of Japanese art as the completion of a circle and
the reassertion of conceptual initiative. Since the 1990s Japan has
become for many Americans better known as the home of Japanese pop
culture characters such as Pokemon, Godzilla and Hello Kitty. In fact,
the recent American vogue for Japanese cultural products such as anime,
manga and art objects is quite noticeable. Journalist Douglas McGray
dubbed this phenomenon Japan’s “Gross National Cool,” and explained
that “Japan’s global cultural inﬂuence has only grown (since the 1990s).”8
Since the publication of McGray’s article, Japan has often been termed
“Cool Japan.” It is clear that there are many similarities between what
Americans imagined “Japanese art” to be in the last half of the nineteenth
century and currently popular Japanese cultural products, more so in fact
than there are between either of those two versions of “Japanese art” and
what many Americans see as “Japanese art” in American art museums
now.
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I.

THE ORIGIN OF THE AMERICAN CONCEPTION OF JAPAN
AS AN ARTISTIC COUNTRY

It was not until the end of the eighteenth century that information about
Japan and the Japanese people became available in American publications, and American people gradually developed their ideas about Japan.
Some of the earliest US writings about Japan appeared in geography
books. During this period, various geography books were published as
the latest scientiﬁc knowledge, made possible by the accumulation of
information about the non-Western world. The latter half of the eighteenth century was “an era of exploration and scientiﬁc study,”9 and the
period between 1770 and 1835 has been called “the age of the exploration narrative”10 in the West. It has also been noted that during this
period “ideologies and stereotypes [of peoples] were in the process of
being formed” through the descriptions of numerous travel writings.11
Mary Louise Pratt also argues that in this era “scientiﬁc exploration
[became] a focus of intense public interest, and a source of some of the
most powerful ideational and ideological apparatuses through which
European [and American] citizenries related themselves to other parts
of the world.” This kind of “planetary consciousness,” she suggests, was
“a basic element constructing modern Eurocentrism.”12 Within this cultural trend, so widespread in the West, Japan also became the subject of
travel writings, and various accounts of Japan were published. These
texts were reproduced in various publication forms, including geography books, thereby reaching an even wider audience, and they gradually
created the stereotyped image of the Japanese as a people who produced
exquisite decorative art works, thus constructing them as an artistic people even before the arrival of Commodore Perry.
Japan in American geography books
Americans began to publish their own series of geography books soon
after they gained independence. These US geography books included not
only geographical information about various places or nations but also
information about the manners and customs of their people, descriptions
which fostered generalized stereotypes. One of the ﬁrst descriptions of
Japanese decorative objects was seen in Jedidiah Morse’s The American
Universal Geography. In its ﬁfth edition, published in 1805, Morse
depicted Japan as a barbarian and pagan yet well-disciplined country and
mentioned Japanese lacquer ware as one of Japan’s most famous
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products.13 Morse was a minister of the congregational church in
Charlestown, Massachusetts and had published various geography
books in America from as early as 1784. Later he came to be called the
father of American geography.14 Within the next few decades, Morse’s
description of Japan in his geography books gradually developed an
impression of the Japanese as highly skillful in decorative art industries.
For example, Morse’s geography book of 1824 states that the inhabitants
of Japan are as “highly civilized as the Chinese, and even excel them in
several manufactures, particularly in silk and cotton goods, and in Japan
[lacquer] and porcelain ware. . . . The Japanese cultivate literature and
the useful arts.”15 The Japanese people are characterized as proﬁcient in
useful art skills and their industrial arts perceived as highly developed.
This American perception of the Japanese promoted by American geography books remained the same throughout the nineteenth century.16
Japanese decorative objects collected as ethnological specimens and
curios
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, as texts were slowly creating an American perception of Japan as a country of superb decorative
objects, actual decorative objects, which had been collected both as ethnological specimens and as curios by Americans who engaged in unofﬁcial trade with Japan, also reinforced this perception. In the years
between 1797 and 1809 unofﬁcial trade existed between America and
Japan. This trade led to various Japanese objects being brought back
home by American sea captains and their crews and exhibited locally as
curious objects from Japan.17
During the period when there existed unofﬁcial trade between
America and Japan, the Dutch merchants were facing difﬁculty in continuing their trade in Asia due to the Napoleonic Wars in Europe, and so
chartered vessels from neutral countries such as the United States in
order to continue their annual voyages between Batavia and Nagasaki.
One of the American vessels thus engaged in trade with Japan was the
Franklin headed by Captain James Devereux of Salem. Devereux collected a variety of artistic curiosities in Nagasaki, and upon safely
returning to Salem he exhibited these curios in his house.18 Salem’s
famous diarist, Reverend William Bentley, recorded this after he visited
Devereux’s house on June 23, 1800 and saw various Japanese objects.
Bentley admired the quality of the Japanese decorative objects such as
“the stone tables, tea tables, servers, knife cases, small cabinets,” most
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of which were lacquered objects. He was also impressed with the luxurious garments made of silk, as well as the excellent quality of Japanese
metal-work. Despite his admiration of Japanese decorative objects in
their intricacy and exquisiteness, he judged Japanese ukiyo-e very
poorly, writing that they “were totally destitute of perspective,” and
failing to appreciate the unique quality of Japanese pictorial art.19 Other
American seamen, such as Captain William V. Hutchings of the
Massachusetts from Boston, and Captain Samuel Gardner Derby of the
Margaret from Salem, also engaged in trade with Japan on behalf of the
Dutch East India Company. They both came home with various Japanese
decorative objects some of which they donated to the East India Marine
Society (now the Peabody Essex Museum) in Salem. Through unofﬁcial
trade between America and Japan at the turn of the nineteenth century,
various Japanese curios reached America. They were collected both as
ethnological specimens and purchased as souvenirs. Among these
objects, decorative art objects were the most admired. This reception
again reinforced the US conception of Japan as a country of excellent
industrial art products.
American books on Japan
Through an era of exploration and scientiﬁc study, then, countless
travel writings were produced, and as Mary Louise Pratt indicates in
Imperial Eyes, these travel writings produced “the rest of the world” for
their readers.20 During this period, successive travel writings about Japan
were also published in Europe.21 With this accumulating body of texts
on Japan, the Western conception of Japan was being gradually formed.
These texts were also gathered, classiﬁed, edited and reproduced in other
publication forms, thus reaching an even wider segment of society. In
America, a book wholly devoted to Japan was published in 1841 by
Harper and Brothers as one of the hundred volumes selected for their
people’s library series. It was entitled Manners and Customs of the
Japanese in the Nineteenth Century and published anonymously by an
English author, Mary Margaret Busk.22 Busk herself had not been to
Japan; however, she made the most of the information about Japan
already available in European languages, editing it in the form of a travel
account for general readers. Her book must have been very popular in
the US as it was reprinted in 1843, 1845, and 1867.23 One other book on
Japan was published in the US before the Commodore Perry expedition
arrived in Japan by an English author, Charles Mac Farlane, in 1852.24
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Both Busk and Mac Farlane made a detailed analysis of Japanese art
and art industries. First, Busk commented that the Japanese were an artloving people and stated that the arts were more advanced in Japan than
in China. She pointed out that Japanese ﬁne arts were wholly ignorant
in the knowledge of perspective and anatomy, considered to be the most
basic and important elements of European ﬁne arts since the Renaissance
era. Due to this lack of knowledge, Japanese arts were understood as neither advanced nor civilized in the higher departments such as landscape
and ﬁgure paintings, sculpture and architecture. Japanese artists were not
good at making compositions or creating correct likenesses; however
they were considered to have some merit in the close delineation of
nature and details, as well as in their use of brilliant and beautiful colors.25 Mac Farlane shared a similar opinion with Busk. For example, in
regard to Japanese portrait painters he mentioned that their attention was
“principally directed to accuracy in the details of costume and to the general air; the face is never a likeness,” and mentioned the exquisiteness
of the delineation of ﬂowers and birds in Japanese paintings.26 Both
Busk’s and Mac Farlane’s analyses demonstrated that they did not appreciate Japanese pictorial art once it was classiﬁed within the higher
category of the European art hierarchy; however, they esteemed the decorative arts which they classiﬁed into a lower category in the hierarchy.
For example, Mac Farlane asserted that there was “but one opinion as to
the industry, ingenuity and manual dexterity of the Japanese,” and that
“arts and manufactures are carried on in every part of the country, and
some of them are brought to such a degree of perfection, as even to
surpass those of Europe.”27 These narratives about “Japanese art” by
Europeans written for American readers had the effect of not only
creating the American “domestic subject”28 but also of marginalizing
Japanese art as ethnic art by interpreting Japanese art in terms of the
grammar of European art. Yet, at the same time, these writings helped
to reinforce the previous American perception of Japan as a country of
excellent decorative objects and showed American eyes how to read
“Japanese art.”
An ofﬁcial encounter between the United States and Japan
Before the publication of the ofﬁcial travel narrative of the American
expedition to Japan of 1853–1854, headed by Commodore Perry, there
were no American narratives about Japan written based on the actual
experience of visiting Japan. Therefore, the Americans including Perry
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himself saw and imagined Japan through European writings before they
came to Japan. In Japan, Perry and his crew conﬁrmed partly if not completely what had been written in European accounts of Japan. For example, when they had an opportunity to exchange gifts ofﬁcially with the
government of Japan, they received gifts that mostly consisted of various handmade decorative objects such as lacquer ware, silk textiles,
porcelain, etc.29 Upon receiving these gifts, one American crew member
commented that “every one, the Commodore included remarked on the
meager display and the lack of rich brocades and magniﬁcent things
always associated with our ideas of Japan.”30 His comment suggests they
had a preconceived notion about Japan as a country of splendid decorative art objects even before they visited Japan. At the same time, by publishing an American text on Japan and commenting about Japanese art,
the expedition members also contributed to the reinforcement of the
Western interpretation of Japanese art. In The Narrative of the Expedition, the ofﬁcial publication of Perry’s expedition, they basically
repeated the European way of seeing Japanese art.31 However, they also
generated some new ideas by examining the Japanese pictorial art works
they collected in Japan. Professor Peter Paul Duggan, instructor of drawing at the time at the Free Academy of New York,32 analyzed Japanese
pictorial art by examining an illustrated children’s book, stating his opinion that the illustrations were drawn with “a freedom and humorous sense
of the grotesque and ludicrous.”33 Seeing Japanese art as “grotesque” and
“humorous” was a new way of reading it in the West. Within the next
few decades, however, this view became a primary way of reading
Japanese art.
II.

AMERICAN DISCOVERY OF “JAPANESE ART”
IN THE SPHERE OF ART

From exotic curios to exotic art
Once the opening of Japan had been achieved, actual Japanese decorative objects began ﬂowing into Western markets in larger quantities.
With the European and American interest in Japanese art growing among
artists and art critics, an essay about Japanese art was published in
America as early as 1868. The center of expertise in “Japanese art” was
shifting from travel narrative writers to artists and art critics. This fact
also demonstrates that the location of the American concept of “Japanese
art” had begun shifting gradually from the sphere of ethnology to that of
art.
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Around 1870, at least three essays on Japanese art were written and
published by Americans: by Russell Sturgis in 1868, and by John La
Farge and James Jackson Jarves in 1870. In writing their essays all three
shared a similar taste in appreciating Japanese art. These art critics and
artists were all followers of John Ruskin’s gothic and mediaeval art ideas
and were in sympathy with the tradition of Romanticism. Romanticism
and the Romantic Movement took a multiplicity of forms in reaction such
as seeking their artistic inspiration in the past traditions of the Middle
Ages, and in worlds beyond the reach of civilization, and in the contemplation of the “primitive” in the natural world.34 The three writers
also shared an interest in the works of the pre-Raphaelists, Italian primitive art and Japanese art. Although it is hard to imagine now, these were
all considered as marginal art forms during the nineteenth century and
categorized as either non-academic, primitive or exotic. The Western
perception of “primitive civilization” has varied with time, and during
the middle of the nineteenth century both Italy and Japan were sometimes included in this category. Mary Louise Pratt argues that “the eighteenth century has been identiﬁed as a period in which Northern Europe
asserted itself as the center of civilization, claiming the legacy of the
Mediterranean as its own. It is not surprising, then, to ﬁnd German or
British accounts of Italy sounding like German or British accounts of
Brazil.”35 “Brazil” here could just as easily be “Japan.” Anthropologist
Shelly Errington further argues that “in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, the aesthetic space of marginality and irrationality was occupied by a changing parade of ‘grotesque’ and ‘decorative’ items, including Trecento Italian, Polynesian, Archaic Greek, Egyptian, and
Japanese.”36 By taking account of these arguments, it can be understood
how these American art critics and artists, who were attracted by
“grotesque” art works of the Pre-Raphaelite, Italian primitives and gothic
architecture which were produced or discovered from the tradition of
Romanticism, also discovered Japanese art from the same perspective.
Thus, their appreciation of and analysis of Japanese art in their texts was
a process of deﬁning Japanese art as a marginal art situated outside the
borders of authentic European classic art.
The allegory of afﬁnity
The writings of Sturgis, La Farge and Jarves commonly ﬁnd Japanese
art to be new and even modern, something able to inspire contemporary
European non-academic/avant-garde artists and their art movements.
Sturgis considered Japanese art to contain “so much clear expression of
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a kind of thought which we generally suppose modern and occidental,”
and he thought it had been “a wonder to all European artists and critics.”37 These discourses created what James Clifford has referred to as
“the allegory of afﬁnity”38 linking Japanese and modern art works. A
similar view can be found in the way in which Picasso, Leger and many
other artists of the early twentieth century discovered African art.39
“Japanese art” came to be regarded as a new source of artistic inspiration at a time when European and American artists were seeking new
expressions and ideas in art. In fact, throughout the second half of the
nineteenth century Japanese art continued to stimulate various art movements, including Realism and Impressionism, and now this effect as a
whole is called Japonisme, just as African art inspired Cubism in the
early twentieth century. What critics found new and inspiring in Japanese
art at that time were its grotesqueness, its realism, its close observation
of nature, and its mediaeval and decorative qualities. Mostly on the basis
of their observation of Hokusai’s prints, they found it not only grotesque
but also odd, ugly, humorous and diabolic. Both Sturgis and Jarves found
some similarity between the works of Hokusai and the works of William
Blake and Gustave Doré, both famous for their gothic and realist fancies, as well as with Winslow’s Homer’s drawings in terms of their lack
of formality.40 This exempliﬁed the process of how non-Western objects
were, according to Clifford, “integrated, recognized as masterpieces,
given homes within an anthropological-aesthetic object system” in the
West.41
Through the texts such as those produced by these three writers,
“Japanese art” was marginalized as exotic and different, and this idea
was further reinforced by contrasting “Japanese art” with European classic art. Jarves stated that the “Japanese esthetic point of view, feeling,
and comprehension is antipodal to the Occidental,” and even though he
admitted that the Japanese were a “people possessing remarkable artistic
skill,” he concluded that its “theory and practice” were “widely differing from Europeans.”42 According to Jarves’s interpretation, European
artists were good at drawing, modeling and painting with academic skill,
but lacked any real appreciation of beauty. On the other hand, Japanese
artists “thoroughly enjoy and comprehend the nature of ﬁne art without
any technical knowledge of art”43 La Farge agreed with Jarves on the
point that the Japanese artists drew the essence of the subjects instinctively despite the fact they lacked “the feeling for plastic beauty that we
inherit from the Greek ancestors.”44 Long before these writers examined
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Japanese art in this way, it was already perceived as lacking in knowledge
of perspective and anatomy, as mentioned previously. These concepts
created a vague idea of Japanese art as something different. Nonetheless,
texts written by American art critics and artists created a more concrete
image of Japanese art as odd, grotesque, humorous and even decadent
by noting its afﬁnity with the works of contemporary European and
American avant-garde artists and by contrasting it with European classic
art. James Clifford remarked the same kind of afﬁnity in relation to tribal
and modern art. According to Clifford, “tribal and modern artifacts are
similar only in that they do not feature the pictorial illusionism or sculptural naturalism that came to dominate Western European art after the
Renaissance.”45 The American concept of “Japanese art” of the nineteenth century also recognized that Japanese artifacts did not feature
“pictorial illusionism or sculptural naturalism” by reading them as
destitute of knowledge of perspective and anatomy. In fact, as Shelly
Errington points out, what eventually became “primitive art in the twentieth century was simply grotesque in the nineteenth.”46 This suggests
that both Japanese and African art lie in the same line of the history of
the Western discovery of non-Western art. During the nineteenth century, both the conceptualization of the American notion of “Japanese art”
and the appreciation and interpretation of what was important and beautiful was in the hands of Americans.
The “Japan Craze” in the last quarter of the nineteenth century
The American consumption of exotic or grotesque arts mainly took
place in the sphere of the decorative arts. As historian T. J. Jackson Lears
has explained, in the post-Civil War American city eclectic ornament
bedecked nearly everything in sight, from public buildings to the most
ordinary objects in private households. There were “Egyptian gateways
on Protestant cemeteries, Greek gods on teapots, Gothic facades on
railway stations.”47 This social phenomenon is now understood as the
Aesthetic movement which describes a period of proliﬁc artistic activities centered on the decorative arts in the 1870s, 1880s, and early 1890s,
and is considered to have played an active role in the transformation of
American life at the time.48 Things Japanese were also enthusiastically
consumed in this context. The Aesthetic movement served as the matrix
of the “Japan craze” in America, and thus, the “Japan craze” occurred
mostly in the sphere of the decorative arts.49 This naturally led to
American appreciation and interpretation of “Japanese art” in that period
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being shaped by the assumption that it was exotic art, and to the fact that
the US selection of Japanese masterpieces centered on decorative
objects. As an article in the New York Times in 1877 put it: Japanese art
“is often horrible, usually grotesque, never noble or inspiring. . . . But
none can deny that the Japanese have delicacy of fancy, a thorough sympathy with a few aspects of nature, a ﬁne sense of humor and an intimate
acquaintance with the use of the primitive colors. . . . The Japanese have
a soul above household art.”50
At the beginning of the twentieth century, when the two concepts of
“Japanese art” that originated separately in Japan and in America encountered each other, they had very few points in common. In 1904,
when Tenshin Okakura, with an introduction from William Sturgis
Bigelow, was invited to examine the collections of Japanese art in the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, he came away with the impression that
“the Museum treated Japanese art as a fad or a joke but not seriously.”51
Okakura was one of the key persons involved in creating the narrative
of “Japanese art history” and “Japanese painting” (Nihon-ga). To his
eyes, the appreciation and interpretation of American “Japanese art”
seemed “a fad or joke” when compared to that of the Japanese creation
of “Japanese art” as a national enterprise. Okakura’s wish was that “the
Museum collection should be developed in a way to make it the representative collection of oriental art in the West”52 according to the recently created Japanese canon. In the twentieth century, the process by which
the Japanese canon permeated throughout American society was also a
marginalizing and disparaging process, as objects once appreciated as
the major works of Japanese art became reduced to mere bric-a-brac. At
the same time, the primary location of Japanese art in American society
shifted from the hands of general public to the professionals, and from
outside to inside academia. Through this process, “Japanese art” in
American society became objects for professionals and connoisseurs
during the most of the twentieth century until recently when a new wave
of American consumption of Japanese artistic objects such as manga and
anime came into vogue.
III.

“COOL JAPAN” IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

By the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, many Japanese art historians
located in the United States had begun to express their concern over the
extent to which their discipline had been inﬂuenced by Japan and the
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Japanese academy, as the Japanese conception of “Japanese art” had
become increasingly inﬂuential in American academia during the twentieth century. In their view, this situation had created a naturalized hierarchy privileging the Japanese over the American academy, and they
expressed a felt need to change the present state within their ﬁeld of
study.53 The story of American and Japanese cultural geopolitics over
“Japanese art” still continues in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
Change has been occurring outside academia as well. At the end of
2003, the Washington Post reported that “Japan’s role in the world has
changed dramatically over the decades, from expansionist military
empire in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century to economic superpower
in the 1980s. . . . The national conﬁdence has been sapped by a thirteenyear economic slump, Japan is reinventing itself—this time as the coolest
nation of Earth.”54 Recent American appreciation and consumption of
Japanese artifacts has been centered on otaku (geek) and juvenile cultural products such as anime, manga, video games and contemporary art
works. In fact, it was estimated that revenue from royalties and sales
overseas of these artifacts went up 300 percent between 1992 and 2002,
reaching 12.5 billion dollars in 2002,55 the phenomenon that Douglas
McGray dubbed “Gross National Cool” as mentioned previously. These
cultural/art objects are highly admired in America for their grotesque,
sexualized, or kawaii (cute) qualities of exoticism that are thought to
inherit the traditional Japanese art essence seen in objects such as ukiyoe prints and decorative art works.56
Some US scholars and public organizations began paying attention to
these Japanese cultural/art artifacts as they became increasingly popular
in America. From February to December 2004, an exhibition entitled
“Godzilla Conquers the Globe” was held at Columbia University.57 In
this exhibition, subtitled “From Folk Monsters to Mass Monsters,”
Gregory M. Pfugfelder exhibited a long line of Japanese “grotesque” and
“cute” monstrous creatures, represented in artifacts ranging from the
print works of Hokusai and Utagawa Kuniyoshi to modern Godzilla
posters and Pokemon cards, as artifacts that rendered the essence of
Japanese popular culture. For example, in Pfugfelder’s view there is an
afﬁnity between Kuniyoshi’s Genjikumo ukiyo-e awase, which portrayed memorable scenes from the kabuki theater played by famous contemporary actors, and the series of Godzilla movie posters, because both
types of objects depict popular visual entertainment of the time in print
form and were circulated widely among the general public. On the same
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grounds, Pfugfelder also pointed to a link between Hokusai manga and
present day manga, as well as between obake karuta (ghost/monster
cards) of the Edo period and today’s Pokemon cards. In this way, ukiyoe prints, Hokusai manga as well as obake karuta and netsuke are being
considered as precursors of today’s movie posters, manga, Pokemon
cards and anime ﬁgure toys.58 In October, 2004, a scholarly conference
on Godzilla was organized at the University of Kansas to discuss
Japanese pop culture, globalization, and US-Japan relations after WWII.
And from April to July 2005, an art exhibition entitled “Little Boy: The
Arts of Japan’s Exploding Subculture” was held at the Japan Society
gallery in New York. Exhibited there were manga, anime, Hello Kitty,
Godzilla, and many ﬁgure toys as well as art works of Murakami
Takashi, among others. In the exhibition catalogue, Murakami saw this
Cool Japan phenomenon as a part of a Western process of modernism,
arguing that “the art world in the West is searching for the next new theory. This search has reached as far as Asia, a less-Westernized cultural
sphere in which Japan, and its capital Tokyo, are receiving the most
attention.”59 This means that “Japanese art” is again being regarded as a
new source of artistic inspiration in the West in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
Recent American consumption and interpretation of Japanese cultural/art objects may suggest another paradigm change in the American idea
of “Japanese art.”
CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have examined the formation process of the American
concept of “Japanese art” in the nineteenth century. Japan was ﬁrst discovered as a country of exquisite decorative objects through the descriptions of geography books and the collections of “Japanese art” in the ﬁrst
half of the nineteenth century. During this period, “Japanese art” was
collected and appreciated as a range of exotic curios mostly in relation
to the sphere of ethnology. In the postbellum society, “Japanese art”
began to be discussed in artists and art critics’ texts and gradually moved
over into the sphere of art. Nonetheless, the things imagined as “Japanese
art” at that time were fans, lacquers, ceramics, illustrated books and
clothing, objects now largely characterized as bric-a-brac. The location
of “Japanese art” until the beginning of the twentieth century was, as the
Japanese art historian Christine M. E. Guth remarked, fairs and expositions, bazaars and curio shops, and private residences.60 The consump-
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tion and appreciation of “Japanese art” was largely backed by popular
interest in Japanese art among the general public. “Japanese art” was
both imagined in terms of ethnological specimens and as popular commodities or exotic art in America during the nineteenth century. The conceptualization process was a going American concern. This American
concept of “Japanese art” which seemed a fad or a joke to Okakura’s
eyes in 1904 went on to contribute greatly to creating the Japanese narrative of “Japanese art” as a national enterprise. This Japanese narrative,
along with other Japanese modernization in all other ﬁelds, was closely
linked with the modernizing endeavors of establishing a national identity for Japan. During the twentieth century, co-operative efforts promoting “Japanese art” as ﬁne art in America involving the Japanese
government, public organizations and the academy both in the United
States and Japan, changed what Americans imagined as “Japanese art”
from ethnological specimens and popular commodities to ﬁne classic art.
During this process, the primary location of “Japanese art” shifted from
commercial outlets and private residences to academic spaces such as
universities and museums.
At the turn of the twenty-ﬁrst century, scholars of the US academy
expressed their need for a change in the current paradigm of Japanese
art. At the same time, outside the academy, a cultural phenomenon arose
with the potential to change the American concept of “Japanese art,” the
“Cool Japan” phenomenon. Within this phenomenon, once again the
appreciation and interpretation of what is important and beautiful, in
things such as manga, anime, and characters such as Godzilla and Hello
Kitty, are in the hands of Americans. It does not necessary mean that
things imagined as “Japanese art” during the nineteenth century and the
twenty-ﬁrst century are very similar. However, there are more than a few
afﬁnities between the two. For example, objects most enthusiastically
appreciated both in the “Japan Craze” and in “Cool Japan” are considered as ethnically unique commodities. The primary locations of these
objects are commercial outlets and private residences, and they are largely consumed by the general public. It can also be said that in both phases
“Japanese art” is regarded as a new source of artistic inspiration, facilitating the discovery of new dimensions of American creative potential.
Most of all, in both cases the US-based interpretation and appreciation
of “Japanese art” is primarily in the hands of Americans. Examining the
future course of the American idea of “Japanese art” is out of the scope
of this paper. Nonetheless, when the twentieth-century paradigm of
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American “Japanese art” comes under scrutiny in future, it may be worth
considering how a very different concept of “Japanese art,” created in
the nineteenth century in America, which has now largely dropped out
of history, was formed.
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